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Abstract :   In this paper, We mention the parameters of COVID 19 detection. According to that how 

the pulse oximeter as a wearable sensor used against COVID 19.. Except blood test on the basis of 

some other parameters like temperature, respiratory rate, oxygen level we can  diagnose the disease. 

Also we elaborate the methods. According to doctors COVID 19 patients are found with lower oxygen 

rate and that’s where a small device pulse Oximeter plays an important role. Small  

equipment that clips on to person’s finger. Pulse Oximeter measures pulse and the 

percentage of oxygen in the blood. It is mostly used for monitoring patients in the 

hospitals including those who have had some surgeries and at homes by people with 

respiratory problems. This device helps the health care provider to make a decision whether the 

patient need the extra oxygen. Pulse Oximeter is recommended for the early detection of “COVID 

Pneumonia” a potentially deadly condition seen among most severe Corona Virus cases. 
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Introduction - 
 COVID 19 is virus attacking the respiratory system of human being since last  six month it has 

create Novac in the world. This is one of the great pandemic of this  century over one million people 

throughout the world died due to this virus it has also done great damage to the lives as well as canomy 

of our country of the world. In this paper, we are introducing some of the techniques of detecting 

COVID 19. This paper report unique approach to measuring oxygen saturation levels by using the 

wavelength of Hemoglobin instead of conventional absorption difference. The proposed device is 

designed and experimentally implemented with a colour sensor to measure SpO 2 level of the blood. 

Corona Virus affect respiratory system leading to breathlessness and all those patients will be regularly 

monitored by team through calls and be provided assistance with oximeters to assist them stabilize the 

“Delhi Government will provide pulse oximeter to all home quarantine cases” said the C.M. at a press 

conference today he added once a patient has recovered an oximeter can be returned. Experts too have 

recommended the use of relatively chip device at home that can forewarn you about  any impending 

crises. A pulse oximeter cast between rupees 1000-3000 as reported by HT earlier the government is 

procuring 1 lakh pulse oximeters a small clip on the device that has to be attached to the finger tip. 

Pulse oximeter is universally used for monitoring patients in critical care setting. We can measure the 

key body symptom parameters of human whose clinical conditions deteriorating within the home with 

the help of wearable sensors (3.7). The oxygen saturation level within the blood is very important 

known as one of the vital it is one of the standard measurement of health professional SpO 2 is defined 

as the percentage of hemoglobin with bound oxygen and is termed as SpO 2 when measured by pulse 

oximeter.The average level is 95 – 100% (1). An oxygen level below 90% is considered low resulting 

in by “hypoxemia” (1). In this paper we will discuss the measurement of 

monitoring of the SpO 2 as one of the ‘vitals’ of human body. We will also discuss  

another unconventional way of measuring SpO 2 by utilizing the wavelength of oxygen bound 

hemoglobin, to decipher the oxygen level this technique is different from the method used today. The 

proposed device is coreless, robust and will be implemented in the form of  ring to be warm on the 

finger. So the user may used the device at home without being disturbed by wires. This is very 

convenient device for COVID 19 patient as this system is wireless.There are two types of hemoglobin 

functional and non-functional. Functional hemoglobin binds and transport oxygen through the body 

and non-functional hemoglobin cannot bind or transport oxygen and is present as carboxyhemoglobin. 
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There are two types of functional hemoglobin any hemoglobin (HbO 2 ) and deoxyhemoglobin (Hb) 

(2)*. 

Body tissues absorbs light differently which can be used to calculate the oxygen 

saturation of any hemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin by using formulae 

  

𝑆𝑝𝑂2 =
[𝐻𝑏𝑂2]

[𝐻𝑏𝑂2 + 𝐻𝑏]
 

 

 
 

Using a pulse oximeter, a volumetric measurement can be obtained with aid of  

differences of light absorption within the blood,, this method known as  photoplethysmography (PPG) 

as SpO 2 monitor needs to measure the percentage of hemoglobin with bound oxygen just within the a 

arterial blood. A manipulation of taking pulsatile flow and none pulsatile flow can be used. The 

pulsatile flow is measurement of arterial blood background tissue and venous blood. The non pulsatile 

flow is combination of background tissue and the venous blood. Therefore taking non  pusatile from the 

pulsatile flow will leave just the arterial blood value. The apparatus needed two LED’s a photo 

detector. The two LEDs of different wavelength 660 nm red light and 940 nm infrared light. 

Oxyhemoglobin partially absorb and deoxyhemoglobin absorb red light.  The stated formula can be 

used to determine overall percentage of oxyhemoglobin within the arterial blood.The most common 

places for SPO 2 monitor to be attached to are finger, toe or ear. These measurement gives on accurate 

reading or if the monitor is moved and the processer calculates absorbed light wrongly.  Corona Virus 

patients in home isolation is the sudden drop in oxygen level. We can measure oxygen level by using 

such a device easily. Oxygen level fall below 90% hypoxemia occurs. Causes can be sleep aponae 

aasthma crises or due to pulmonary injection (1) in COVID 19 patient. Nobuyuki et al. [ii] perform an 

experiment which monitor a patient with sleep aponae and measures their snoring with sound 

measurement and SpO 2 values. In name quarantined COVID 19 patients the measurements were 

obtained to their name to aid a restful night sleeps as it was deemed unnecessary for the patient to  be in 

the hospital for trial measurement. The COVID 19 patient had a pocket sized SpO 2 monitor on their 

finger. Although WEC-7 SpO 2 monitor was small and Unobtrusive, the COVID 19 patient still had to 

sleep with it on the finger. This would have led to disturb the sleep for the patient So the result would 

not show the typical night sleep. The experiment would have also been disturbed if the measurements 

of the levels were erroneous. For example the COVID 19 patient rolled over or let some external light 

through the monitor during REM sleep. If the COVID 19 patient has been wearing different or less 

intrusive SpO 2 monitor, they might has a bittern night sleep and the researcher may have obtained 

more reliable and consistent results. Without the threat of the SpO 2 monitor potentially 

galling. Wearable sensor can be placed on many places of the body in contemporary 

wearable sensors including stick on electronic tattoos or directly printed ant human skin 

to enable long term health monitoring (4). 

As a sensor technology is improving so vastly it seems to be more confer table 

and convenient for the use of COVID 19 patients many COVID 19 patients an were 

rights as a jewelry and do not remove them at night and so are conditional to wearing 

them. As the traditional SpO 2 monitor needs to be attached to bodily extremity to work. It would be 

different to monitor the oxygen saturation during the whole day. 

  In this research paper, we explain a unique way of measuring SpO2 by using 

color of blood and not the absorption difference of oxy hemoglobin and deoxy 

hemoglobin. This method produced as a ring and not extremity device for easier use of 

COVID 19 patient within home. Mainly due to the purpose of user being abled to use 

their fingers if the device was as a ring and not on the end of the considering most heath 

problems within the home occur in elderly patients it is important to keep technology 

simple and easy to use The less interaction the user have with monitoring devices the 

better. There are technologies ground the permit the user to view their health vitals I the 

real time via use of smart phone (5). As there is currently no available technology that 

we allow a continuous SpO 2 monitoring within the home. A system needs to be implemented which can 

measure SpO 2 and sent it in to a medical examiner to view the 

COVID 19 patients history of oxygen saturation during day and night. 

  In this research paper, we intent to demonstrate a correlation between wavelength of the oxygen 

bound hemoglobin and the percentage of oxygen bound with 
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hemoglobin. The higher the wavelength, the higher the SpO 2 value. We show that the 

proposed optical sensor is able to detect the change in oxygen saturation Via colour of 

the blood. The more oxygen within the blood. The brighter the red, the lower the red 

value proposed the color sensor will be. We report a unique SPO 2 monitoring optical 

sensor device which is affordable as the sensor used is quite basic and already pre 

embedded making it compact and robust. The COVID 19 patient will be able to 

comfortably use it all day / night without any uncomfortable irritants. 

 
 

 

Methodology 
 

Measuring SPO2 with a TCS230 color sensor. 

 Another experiment in set up where a TCS230 color sensor measured the amount of redness 

within the blood. The said sensor was deemed the best sensor to use as it already has an ultra-bright 

LED in fixed position and brightness to which will eliminate any intensity problems we may face. The 

TCS 230 is considerably affordable and produces very accurate results. The microcontroller used was 

an Arduino UNO. The Arduino was programmed to take a reading of the color sensor red,  blue and 

green values (Fig.10). The experiment only took account of the red values  from the color sensor every 

second which was then stored onto a secure digital (SD) card to later be evaluate. The new device was 

placed on the index finger of the right hand and the SpO 2 monitor was placed on the right hand’s 

middle finger to keep the variables constant for later correlation use with the first experiment.Work 

has been done in between Jan 2020 to July 2020. 

 

 

 

Schematic: 
  

 
“Fig 1”  - Server schematic 

  

 

 As shown in the above schematic LCD screen is connected to arduino to display red value 

received by ESP8266 as a server. 
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“Fig 2” –Client schematic 

 

 The above schematic presents the implementation of client module in our project. In this module 

TCS230 sensor captures red value of blood and send it to arduino, and this value is transmitted to server by 

using ESP8266 . 

 

  

 

The arduino can programmed for server and client as given below. 

 

 

 

1) Code for server: 
 

 

#include <ESP8266WiFi.h> 

 

WiFiServer server(80); 

 

IPAddress IP(192,168,4,15); 

IPAddress mask(255,255,255,0); 

 

void setup()  

{  

 Serial.begin(9600); 

 SetupWifiServer(); 

} 

 

void loop()  

{  

  ReadDataFromClient(); 

} 

 

void SetupWifiServer() 

{ 

  WiFi.mode(WIFI_AP); 

  WiFi.softAP("testServer","test12345"); 

  WiFi.softAPConfig(IP,IP,mask); 

 

  server.begin(); 

 

  Serial.println(); 
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  Serial.println("Server Started"); 

} 

 

void ReadDataFromClient() 

{ 

  WiFiClient client = server.available(); 

 

  if(!client) 

  { 

    return; 

  } 

 

  String dataFromClient = client.readStringUntil('\r'); 

 

  Serial.println("Red Color Frequency = " + dataFromClient); 

 

  client.flush(); 

 

  Serial.println(client.print("OK \r")); 

} 

 

 

 

2) Code for client: 
 

#include <ESP8266WiFi.h> 

 

char ssid[] = "testServer";            

char pass[] = "test12345";          

 

 

#define s0 8 

#define s1 9 

#define s2 10 

#define s3 11 

#define colourSensorOutput 12 

 

#define LED_R 3  

int Red=0; 

 

IPAddress server(192,168,4,15);      

void setup() 

{ 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

  SetupWifiClient(); 

  SetupColourSensor(); 

} 

 

void loop()  

{ 

  getColourSensorData(); 

} 

 

void SetupWifiClient() 

{ 

    WiFi.mode(WIFI_STA); 

    WiFi.begin(ssid, pass);            
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    Serial.println(); 

    Serial.println("Connection to the AP"); 

   

    while (WiFi.status() != WL_CONNECTED) { 

      Serial.print("."); 

      delay(500); 

    } 

   

    Serial.println(); 

    Serial.println("Connected"); 

    Serial.println("station_bare_01.ino"); 

    Serial.print("LocalIP:"); Serial.println(WiFi.localIP()); 

    Serial.println("MAC:" + WiFi.macAddress()); 

    Serial.print("Gateway:"); Serial.println(WiFi.gatewayIP()); 

    Serial.print("AP MAC:"); Serial.println(WiFi.BSSIDstr()); 

} 

 

void SetupColourSensor() 

{ 

     pinMode(LED_R,OUTPUT); 

   

     pinMode(s0,OUTPUT);     

     pinMode(s1,OUTPUT); 

     pinMode(s2,OUTPUT); 

     pinMode(s3,OUTPUT); 

     pinMode(colourSensorOutput,INPUT); 

      

     digitalWrite(s0,HIGH); //Putting S0/S1 on HIGH/HIGH levels means the output frequency scalling is at 

100% (recommended) 

     digitalWrite(s1,HIGH); //LOW/LOW is off HIGH/LOW is 20% and LOW/HIGH is  2% 

} 

 

void getColourSensorData() 

{ 

    digitalWrite(s2, LOW);                                           //S2/S3 levels define which set of photodiodes we are 

using LOW/LOW is for RED LOW/HIGH is for Blue and HIGH/HIGH is for green  

    digitalWrite(s3, LOW);                                            

    Red = pulseIn(colourSensorOutput, LOW);        

    Serial.print(Red); 

    delay(20); 

 

    SendColorSensorData(Red); 

} 

 

void SendColorSensorData(int colorFrequency) 

{ 

    client.connect(server, 80); 

   

    Serial.println("********************************"); 

    Serial.print("Byte sent to the AP: "); 

    Serial.println(client.print("Red color frequency = " + colorFrequency)); 

    Serial.println(client.print("\r")); 

   

    String answer = client.readStringUntil('\r'); 

   

    Serial.println("Response from the server : " + answer); 
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    client.flush(); 

   

    client.stop(); 

  

    delay(2000); 

} 

 

 
 
“Fig. 3” (a) – A photograph of the color sensor attached to the elastic for the ring. (b) – Shows the colour sensor attached to the 

Arduino Uno. After the red value has been found. It is printed onto an LCD screen and update every second. 

 

 
 
“Fig.4” – Shows the index finger holding the color sensor with the bright LED being fed to the Arduino Micro controller to store 

the data and the SPO2 sensor attached to the middle finger being read by the SPO2 monitor. 
 

 

 

Result and Analysis. 
 

Ring device result 
 The results obtained by the color sensor showed that as SPO 2 increased, the red 

value decreased. As the sensor worked by using the intensity and the color, the color of 

the skin thickness of the finger and finger placement affected. The red’s value, 

therefore the red value would be different for every user, although it did not change the 

fact that the redness of the blood was inversely proportional to the blood’s oxygen 

saturation. The red value measures the saturation irradiance and given a unit of µW/cm2  (9) As the intensity 

of transmitted light is low passing through the finger. The sensor 

will produce a high value. The higher the red value, the more red the entity in front of 

the sensor is. 
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“Fig. 5” – A graph of the change in red value as oxygen levels changed. It shows the higher the red value, the lower the SPO2. 

 

 The obtained results in fig.12 from of the tests shows that as the red value 

increases, SpO 2 decreases. As only two values of the finger’s oxygen saturation were 

taken, it is difficult to deduce the range of each value’s average value of the SPO 2 . 

Furthermore, we conducted another test where all of the corresponding red values to 

SpO 2 are averaged out to view how the values are affected. The results concluded that 

the values obtained decreased proportionally. If more values for the 95.5% SpO 2 values 

were recorded made at a proportional graph. This makes sense as the more oxygen 

within the blood, the more arrange the blood is thus the level should be lower. If the 

blood has less oxygen, it is a darker red, therefore the red value will increase towards 

the IR spectrum. 

Another participant’s results were measured and showed that there was a range of 

about 750 µW/cm 2 for every 1% change in SpO 2 . These results could be coded to 

produce the specific ranges in oxygen saturation for this particular participant. Each 

participant’s red values were different as their fingers may have has a different impact 

on the color sensor Once recorded, each participants individual range could be added to 

their sensor to allow their specific SpO 2 value. Fig 7 shows the participant’s 

change in red value as SpO 2 changed. The values ranged from 99% to 95% with a red 

value range from 20500 to 23500 µW/cm2 . This gave a 1% change in SpO 2 of 

µW/cm 2 red value per known ranged value. 

Although the SPO 2 monitor has not reached levels lower than 95%, it is 

possible to predict that as there is less hemoglobin with bound oxygen within the blood, 

the red value will continue to increase and will be able to predict levels lower than that 

of the said graph. 

 

 

 

 
“Fig.6” – A graph representing the average SPO2 Corresponding red value. As the red value increases, SPO2 decreases 

proportionally. 
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“Fig.7 “– A graph of a participants SPO2 values ranging from 99.5% to 95.5% in SPO2 and 20500 to 23500 in red value. The 

graph shows that each value of SPO2 has a range of ~530W/cm2. 
 

  

Taking the values from fig. 7 we can use person’s product moment correlation coefficient to view 

the negative linear correlation (10)*. The resulting value and should produce a value between -1 to 1. The 

clover the value is to 1. The more linear the correlation and the closer the value r is to -1, the more linear 

negative correlation. A resulting value of a shows no correlation between the data. By taking the Y values 

(SPO2) and the x values (red value) we can inset them into formula – 
 

      

 

                             

 

𝑟 =
𝑆𝑥𝑥

√𝑆𝑥𝑥𝑆𝑦𝑦
 

  by using the following equations. 

   
 

 

 𝑆𝑥𝑦 = ∑xy –
∑x∑y

n
 

 

 𝑆𝑥𝑥 =  ∑x2 −
∑x2

n
 

 
 

𝑆𝑦𝑦 = ∑y −
∑y2

n
 

   

Hence the value r is ; 
 

r =   xy - xy 

      n 

         

  x2 -  (x2)       X      y – (y2) 

     n   n  ----------------- [2] 

 

 Where x is the sum of all of the red values, y is the sum of all of the SPO2 values,  x2 is the sum 

of all of the red values squared, y2 is the sum of all of the SPO2 values squared, xy is the sum of all of the 

red values multiplied by the SPO2 values and n is the total number of variables. Table 1 below shows the 

values of X, Y, X2, Y2 and XY values used for the formulas and Table 2 shows the sum products : x, y, 

x2, Y2, XY and n. 
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Table 1 : The X and Y values used to work out the product moment correlation coefficient. 

X Y X2 Y2 XY 

20500 99 420250000 9801 20295000 

21300 99 453690000 9801 2108700 

21320 99 454542400 9801 2110680 

21390 98 457532100 9604 2096220 

21550 98 464402500 9604 2111900 

21650 98 468722500 9604 2121700 

21610 98 466992100 9604 2117780 

21440 98 459673600 9604 2101120 

21700 98 470890000 9604 2126600 

21800 98 475240000 9604 2136400 

22100 97 488410000 9409 2143700 

22250 97 495062500 9409 2158250 

22350 97 499522500 9409 2167950 

22400 97 501760000 9409 2172800 

22500 97 506250000 9409 2182500 

22700 96 515290000 9216 2179200 
22850 96 522122500 9216 2193600 

23200 96 538240000 9216 2227200 

23350 96 545222500 9216 2241600 

23500 95 552250000 9025 2232500 

23300 95 542890000 9025 2213500 

 
 

 

Table 2 : The sum of products and n used for the formulas 
 

X Y X2 Y2 XY n 

464760 2042 10298955200 198590 45173400 21 

 The results showed Sxy to be – 18977, Sxx to be ~9.80852876 x 109 and Syy is 7414.6667. Once 

placed into the formula, the coefficient’s value is -0.70. This shows extreme linear negative correlation 

between the red value and the SPO2. 

 Once the data values had been collected after many tests, the rate of change of SPO2 with the red 

value can be predicted and the SPO2 will be able to be worked out by using the red values with respect to 

themselves. Each uses will have their own set of values that will need to be originally calibrated with the use 

of a SPO2 monitor as the thickness of fingers and color of the skin can have an effect on the red value After 

the calibration is completed the SPO2 device is ready for use.  

 

 

“Fig.8”  - A graph representing the correlation between the wavelength and red value as SPO2 changed As SPO2 increases, the 

red value decreases and the wavelength increases. This shows that the higher the red value the lower the wavelength. 
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 The above graph (Fig.8) shows the obtained results of the spectrometer 

experiment and the Arduino color sensor’s experiment. It shows that the higher the 

wavelength of the oxygen bound hemoglobin, the higher the SpO 2 . Our experiments 

demonstrate that there is a strong correlation between the wavelength and the red value 

of the color sensor and can measure the wavelength of the oxygen bound hemoglobin 

from this experiment, we can suggest the data implies a correlation between the 

wavelength of the oxygen bound hemoglobin and the change n oxygen saturation 

 

   

 The system can now be attached to a mathematical model where each red value will be matched 

to a corresponding SpO 2 value. A ring is made from black elastic material and the sensor is placed 

inside. Choosing the material for the proof of concept experiment was difficult as a material was 

needed for the ring to be comfortable for the user to wear over a long period of time. The black 

elasticated material assured. That no ambient light or external factors affected the red value and also 

made the sensor exert the same pressure and maintain a fixed placement on the finger. Using the 

Arduiono’s serial monitor, the program is able to sent the red value and the corresponding SpO 2 

(Fig.9). 

 

 
“Fig.9” – Shows a photograph of the accuracy testing with the SPO2 monitor and ringed device on the same finger. The serial 

monitor is reading the values from the program, ready to send to the server. 

 

 In our test experiment, we have involved three participants where the SpO 2 

monitor is placed on the middle finger and the ring is placed on the index finger and the  ring is placed 

on the index finger in order to ensure an accurate reading (Fig.17).  Every twenty five seconds SpO 2 

monitor’s value was recorded as well as the ring’s SpO 2 value. They were later placed onto graphs 

(Fig.11(a), 11(b), 11(c)) to see how accurate the ring was with the new method to the important oxygen 

value of the finger. The dotted lines are the real SpO 2 values and the solid black lines are the device’s 

calculation of the SpO 2 by use of red value.  

 

 
 

“Fig.10” - Two images of the ring device. 

A] With the ring off and 

B] With the ring o the index finger. 
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“Fig.11” – (a) Person is accuracy testing. Absolute error no more than 1%, 60% matching with real value. 

(b) Person 2’s accuracy testing. Absolute error no more than 1%, 90% matching with real value. 

(c) Person 3’s accuracy testing Absolute error no more than 1%, 80% matching with real value. 

                    (d)Person 4’sCOVID patient) accuracy tesing. Absolute error  no more than 1%, 30% matching with real value.  

 

Our experiment results confirm that our proposed SpO2 monitoring finger ring is very 

accurate, it was never more than 1% out in absolute value. Five minutes is a sufficient amount of time 

to constantly check the monitor, to see when it changes as the SpO2 will fluctuate during said time. 

Though there was a slight lag in the device when the real value changed, after a couple of seconds, 

the device was able to stabilize to the correct value which shows a slight change in calibration is 

required. Person 1’s results device value’s highest SpO2 reading was at 98.5% and lowest at 96.5% 

(shown in Fig. 11(a)). The real readings for person 1’s oxygen saturation levels read from 98.5 to 

97%. Person 2’s results fluxed between 98 and 97% (shown in Fig. 11(b)).When the values were off 

with the ring device, they were higher than the actual results which suggests the change in calibration 

could be to lower the red value ranges slightly. Person 3s device’s results were only off once (shown 

in Fig. 11(c)). This was at the 1 minute stage where the real value was higher than the device’s results 

by 1% at 98% and not 97%. 

In COVID 19 patient the oxygen level falls below 90% . The SpO2 level in Severe COVID 19 

patient vary between 85-90%.this may be the last stage of the patient or death may caused. Person 4 

has SpO2 level varying between 86-90% as shown in fig 11(d). The reading was taken theoretically 

but real values of COVID 19 patient. {(Hospitalised in Government hospital, Ambejogai).He is under 

observation in Isolation room. 

 

 

Conclusion : 
 

 From this paper we conclude that we can monitor the the patient remotely so that we can easily 

maintain safe distance and therefore this device is very friendly for doctors as well as patient.  

 We have demonstrated SpO2 optical sensor monitoring device that would be able to be placed on the 

human body as a finger ring we have developed an experiment and proposed SpO2 optical sensor ring on 

real  patients where it has been shown to be accurate. It measures the oxygen saturation in blood in a non-

invasive manner. Its role in COVID 19 patients’ health monitoring is significant.  

  Silent hypoxia has emerged as a measure cause of death in COVID 19 patients usually when 

your oxygen level falls below 95% you will have symptoms a breathlessness a feeling discomfort certainly 

Daily monitoring of SpO2 level in case of home quarantine COVID 19 patient we indicate if there is 

hypoxia and in case the level drops below 95% it would be prudent to seek medical care. In the government 

patient’s SpO2 level are monitored with the pulse oximeter and recorded at 4 hour interval. The detection of 

deaths. So oxygen level is key, experts pointed out it leads to prevent death. 
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Our proposed SpO2 optical sensor is real time device that can be worn on the daily basis at the home 

or outside the home. When the user is not at home the data can be locked onto device and send to base 

station. 

When in range again RTS / CTS (ready to send / Clear to send) protocol could be utilized. The SpO2 

optical sensor will have greater impact on users whose oxygen levels need to be monitored periodically. The 

device can be easily integrated to other health vital measurement such as heart rate or body temperature. 

The Government will launch a scheme under which the device will be provided to asymptomatic 

patients who are allowed to remain home quarantine condition. 
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